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Kindle Best-Seller Planner
How to position your eBook on Kindle to become
a #1 bestseller and sell more books!
1. Find the best keywords and phrases to use in your book title
and subtitle.
You’ll want to find the best keywords and categories for your title and subtitle,
so that when people look up your topic, they’ll find YOUR eBook!
Not only that, but there are generally several variations of a word and picking
the wrong one can land on a page (based on what keyword you put into the
search bar) that doesn’t have as much traffic as another page. It could also
cost you thousands, or sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars and
potential buyers depending on your strategy!
Here’s how it works:
When I first did this research “Happiness” had 14,954 books in the category.
“Be Happy” had 1,564 “How to be happy” had 1,028 “Get Happy” had 344. The
numbers have grown tremendously in the past few years, but the ratios have
not changed much.
The number of books under any variation of a word shows you how much
competition you’ll have depending on which keywords you choose.
Now, check this out; when I first did the research “Happiness” got 74,00 clicks
in the Google Keyword Tool “How to be happy” got 33,100 clicks “Be happy”
got 12,100 clicks “Get happy” only got 2,400
So, while “happiness” got more clicks, it also had more competition. But “how
to be happy” had a lot less competition (and still has the same ratio to
happiness) while still garnering quite a few clicks.
You need to know these numbers to make an informed decision about which
keywords and phrases to use in your title and subtitle. (Which you choose will
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depend on the competition, the number of clicks AND, the strategy you decide
to use. It’s not one size fits all.)
Note: If you are running AdWords ads, you can use the Google Keyword Tool,
which makes it impractical for most authors. If not, you can use Word tracker.
But, Word tracker doesn’t track clicks, it tracks what it calls “volume”. The
way you use it is to compare one variation of a word against another and one
word against another word and see which has the higher “volume”.
To get started, you’ll want to see what people are looking up.
Next, go to Kindle and look at which eBooks are actually selling. (The best
keywords and phrases will probably appear in several of the first- page titles.)
You’ll want to pay special attention to the bestsellers; these are the ones that
are selling the most books. It’s best if you can find at least one or two
bestsellers to get a sense that the topic is selling. But, make sure that you are
comparing apples to apples.
If one book, for example is on teen grief and another one is on spousal grief
and the teen grief is a bestseller, but you are writing about spousal grief, it
won’t help you if the first one is a bestseller.

2. Optimize your Kindle page.
Finding Your Best Keywords and Categories
You have to optimize your Kindle page to make sure that you have the best
chance for making sales and making your book a bestseller. If you don’t get on
the first page for your keyword, it will be difficult to get found unless someone
is specifically looking up your name or the name of the book (and even then,
sometimes, it can be challenging).
It is also important to publish in the right categories where people can expect
to find you.
I always make a list of the keywords and categories first, and then start
constructing my title, keeping the keywords in mind.
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Creating Your Title & Subtitle
Next, create your title and subtitle using at least one of the keywords or
keyword derivatives from your list.
Then once you’ve created your title, sleep on it to be sure that it’s definitely
the one you want on your cover. And check to make sure the domain name is
available. If it is not available with a .com then keep working on your title.
Most people will go to a .com and if you don’t own it, you will be sending
traffic to someone else. And in the worst-case scenario, that someone else will
be your competition.
Short titles usually work best because they are easier to remember and easier
to work with for your title. However, there are exceptions like How to Crush it
in Business without Crushing Your Spirit, How Entrepreneurs can Overcome
Depression and Find Success and Talk so Kids will Listen and Listen so Kids will
Talk.
Titles that convey not only what the book is about, but how it is different from
the other books on the page, are best. (This is usually done in the subtitle.) If
potential buyers can’t see why they should buy your book over all the others,
they won’t-especially if there are several with similar titles on similar topics.
Different ways to differentiate your book include:
The Ultimate Guide (if it is comprehensive)
The X(topic) Bible.... (if it is comprehensive)
A Simple Guide to (if it is simple)
X-Steps to (if you have a step-by-step process)
The fast and best way to.... (if it is)
Or, the fast and easy way to (if it is)
Get a Professional Book Cover
Next, you’ll need a professional eye-popping book cover.
We create professional bestseller book covers as part of our publishing
packages. To learn more go to:
www.booksopendoors.com/coaching
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If you want to design your own, you can use:
Canvas-this is a free program, but if you don’t have any design skills I don’t
recommend using it for your book covers. If you do, be aware that they do not
have any training. It’s very easy to use once you know how, but I had a difficult
time when I first started using it so I created a training on it. (I use it more for
social-media graphics.)
To purchase the training guide on Canva, go to:
https://booksopendoors.com/canva
Fiverr-covers start at $5 + $2 service fee here:
www.fiverr.com
If you decide to go with Fiverr, look for designers who you like. Read the
reviews and make sure they deliver what they say they will deliver. It’s best to
stick with Level 2 vendors or top designers and make sure that they
understand English.
The challenges with Fiverr include the fact that you can’t talk to the designer,
so there is a lot of back and forth in email, which can be frustrating and take a
long time. And, they don’t always get it right; you have to work with them,
which means you have to have an eye for good design, which many authors do
not have. (I am a former copy editor and layout person for magazines, so let
me and my team help you!)
Price Your Book to Sell
-Price your book appropriately. There is a pricing tool in KDP that will tell you
the optimal price for your book. Please follow it. It tracks the algorithms and
knows what price insures the most book sales in most categories.
Write a Compelling Sales Description
-This is where you will sell people on why they should purchase your book.
There is an art and science to writing your description, which we don’t have
time to go into here, so I will give you some general pointers.
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You must capture your potential buyers’ attention with your opening line.
Asking a question that rubs the problem in your market needs solved is a good
way to start.
Then, I recommend using bullet points to highlight the main benefits that
buyers will get from your book. This makes for an easier buying decision
when the benefits fit the potential buyer’s needs.
Write a conclusion at the end of your description that wraps it up and reminds
the reader why the book is a “Must-Have” and why they should buy it.
You must leave white space between paragraphs, so that the text is easy to
read. Nobody will read a wall of text. It is simply overwhelming and too hard
to read.
Fill out your Author Central Page
When people don’t know the name of your book, but they know your name,
they can look you up on your Author Central Page and your book(s) should
show up there.
If they don’t, follow these directions to get them listed:
Fill out your Author Central Page
When people don’t know the name of your book, but they know your name,
they will look you up on your Author Central Page if you have one and find
your book(s) there.
If they don’t, follow these directions to get them listed:
Go to www.authorcentral.amazon.com
Step#1 Go to the navigation bar and click on “Books”
Step#2 Click on “Add more books” (at the bottom of this graphic)
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Step#3
Search for your book by title author, or ISBN, if you have one.

It will bring up a list of books where you can search for your book. Each one
says “This is my book”. Click on it and it will be added to your book list.
Note: It can take up to 24 hours to show up.
Next, there are different pages for each country; if you want your book
information to show up in different countries you will have to fill out the page
for each one.
Since there is no central location to find all the international sites so you have
to Google the Amazon site for the country you want to get found in.
For example: “Author Central Amazon UK” will bring up the author central
page for Amazon UK.
If there isn’t one, nothing will come up in Google.
To get started here are some of 3 of the most popular, UK, France, and Japan.
http://authorcentral.amazon.co.uk
http://authorcentral.amazon.fr
http://authorcentral.amazon.co.jp
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They will show up in the native tongue but you have the option to ask to see
the site in English if you don’t speak the language.
3. Upload your eBook/Book to KDP.
There are several fields you will need to fill out to publish your book in Kindle.
You can get to the publishing page by going to: http://kdp.amazon.com and
follow the prompts.
You must fill out the first page completely before Amazon will let you go to the
next page. (Tip: you don’t have to have the whole description filled out, just do
enough so Amazon thinks you’ve completed it. You can always come back
later to finish it. This is also the case with your manuscript.)
4. Format and test your book in Kindle.
Once your book is ready to publish, you have to upload it to Kindle in eBook
form and test it to make sure your cover looks good and that it loads properly.
eBooks that do not show well, don’t sell well. Make sure that your cover looks
good and is the right size so it is accepted. Also, be sure to pay attention to the
spell check, as Amazon often times catches additional errors if there are any
that you may have missed during the editing process.
If you have not had your book edited, I highly suggest that you have it done
now. There is too much competition out there to put out a book that has not
been properly edited.
If you need a recommendation for a good editor, see the resources at the end
of this report. (I do not recommend finding an editor on your own. I have seen
too many authors get scammed by publishers and independent editors who
are incompetent.
5. Prepare for your KDP promotion. If you want to get your eBook ranked
so it can become a bestseller, you’ll want to do a KDP launch. If you are a new
author and you don’t have a list, or if you’re an established author, but you’ve
only done launches from your own website where there is no ranking, and/or
you just want to get to best- seller status quickly, you’ll want to do a KDP
launch. KDP stands for Kindle Direct Publishing.
To do a KDP eBook launch, you must give Amazon a 90- day exclusive. So, you
can’t sell your eBook anywhere else during that time.
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Follow these 5 steps and you’ll be poised to make your book a best seller!
Note: While this guide is for Kindle promotions, you can increase your profits
by also having the physical book in Amazon as well, which I recommend you
do if you have the resources to do both.

Resources
eBook Covers:
Canva
http://www.canva.com (free tool)
Canva Creations, How to Make Great-Looking Book and Special Report Covers
& Other Graphics for FREE!
25-page report that you can purchase
at20https://booksopendoors.com/canva
It includes both design and technical information in the report.
Amazon Ranking Free Video
http://ellenlikes.com/amazonranking
Bestseller Title Formula Secrets Checklist
www.booktitlesecrets.com

Next Steps
1. Join my Facebook group at:
www.Facebook.com/groups/selfpublishingcommunity
2. If you’d like to go deeper into this and work privately with me on setting up
your book properly go to http://booksopendoors.com/questionnaire
Fill it out, and someone will get back to you shortly to set up a time to talk.
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Create a Splash
Ellen Violette
www.booksopendoors.com
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ellen@booksopendoors.com
https://booksbusinessabundance.com/podcast
818 970-6132
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